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The changes in leadership at the statewide and university levels have had and will continue to have a 





how best to do that. Engage these groups in a forward thinking conversation about how best to 
utilize our participation. We are an incredible resource; collectively we have the working knowledge 
of every aspect of university life and we share your dedication to the institution. Having staff, 
students and alumni participate alongside faculty ensures your committees have access to those 
most impacted by your decisions. It will most likely help with the number one complaint regarding 
slow turnaround on feedback from governance groups. We are often not fully informed about what 
is moving through the decision process such that receiving representative feedback is time 
consuming. If we are the committees our governance groups are naturally more plugged in, 
informed and in touch with what is happening and more readily able to comment. Though we are 
making improvements on this process, service on the BOR committees could greatly enhance 
decision-making and feedback.  

The role of Alumni on SGC: 
Except regarding the impacts on our alma mater’s reputations and the esteem for our degrees, 
alumni are not directly impacted by the decisions of the BOR. Our role on SGC is often to provide the 
alumni context to the discussions of SCG. We have the student perspective through the lens of 
having made it to the other side. We are less in touch with the day-to-day understanding of running 
the university. However, we are an important voice for you to hear.   

Alumni remind the institution of the core principles upon which the university was founded. The 
voice of alumni is often important to projecting a future that is true to the basic values of the 
institution, those principles that keep UA, UA.  Alumni help institution leaders realize their hopes and 
aspirations for the university. UA graduates can provide multi-faceted support to enhance and 
sustain the University’s success by aiding it in the political arena, by assisting in acquiring the best 
and brightest students, by assuring ongoing visibility within the state and region, by developing 
career paths for graduates, by supporting an annual giving appeal, among many other ways.  Alumni 
validate the mission of a university. In their roles throughout the state, country, and world, they are 
the living embodiment of what the UA produces as an educational “product.” And in recent rhetoric 
of the leadership you are clearly counting on our help to make it through this budget season and on 
to our future of excellence.  

We are the only governance group that does not automatically testify before the BOR. You have 
been fortunate to hear from an alumni relations director this past year because one of the alumni 
directors has been the chair of SGC. If I am not replaced with another alumni director, access to the 
alumni voice is not automatic at BOR meetings. In addition, each alumni association has a seat on the 
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